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  Computing at Raeburn Primary School 
Intent

High Expectations Modelling Vocabulary Inclusion

All children at Raeburn are expected to and given the support to make
progress. We follow a ‘Low threshold, high ceiling’ approach. Where children
need adaptations and scaffolding, this is put in place, so progress is enabled
for ALL learners. Giving our pupils Digital Literacy skills to enable them to
effectively use a range of technology and knowledge that allows them to solve
a range of problems using computational thinking.

Teachers teach and model the skills needed to succeed in Computing by using a range of digital
resources, and by providing examples and setting high expectations.

All staff adhere to a community approach regarding Online Safety. Any new e-safety concerns or issues
are shared regularly with staff (staff meetings) and parents (via letters and our parent app).

We intend to create an oracy and vocabulary rich environment. Oracy is a highly valued skill and a key
learning tool. An aspect of oracy is an expectation in all of our lessons. All classrooms have a
vocabulary display where ‘keyword studies’ are shown- these may have a computing focus. Teachers
use the key vocabulary from  the  TeachComputing planning grids in lessons. This is also highlighted in
each year group's floor book.

Every pupil at Raeburn has the opportunity to study computing. The needs of all children
are supported and catered for in an individualised approach. Where necessary, additional
support or resourcing is put in place to ensure equal outcomes for all. All children are
expected to take part in the lesson through recapping prior knowledge, by giving scaffolded
support or adapted teaching. The resources and approaches used can be used to ensure all
of our pupils feel included. For children with SEND, technology provides great opportunities
for accessing learning and for enabling communication. This will support long term memory
of new computing knowledge and mastery of any Digital Literacy skills.

Knowledge and concepts Skills British Values Cultural Capital

We have established the Teach Computing scheme throughout Raeburn, from
Year 1 to Year 6. A scheme which builds on key knowledge, concepts,
vocabulary, computational thinking, and Digital Literacy skills.  Providing  a
range of engaging contexts for instruction and project-based learning. They
are structured to provide solid progression in single lessons, and sequenced to
support long-term learning objectives.

Children develop their skills in a progressive, connection-centred curriculum across all age phases.
Children build their skill set to enable them to utilise technology independently and solve problems using
computational thinking .

British Values is a very important element within our curriculum. Each classroom has a display and
when elements of British Values are addressed in curriculum areas, these will be recorded on the
display and outlined with children. 

Giving the  children a good understanding of how British Values relate to individual subject
disciplines. Allowing children to expand their horizons through the technology available and its
usages.

Democracy: Computing lessons promote a culture built upon freedom and equality, where everyone
is aware of their right to participate in activities and responsibility to ensure a happy, safe and secure
learning environment.

The Rule of law: Children understand the need for rules in Computing lessons to ensure a happy, safe
and secure environment in which to learn. (This is linked heavily to e-safety, copyright laws and
ownership)

Individual Liberty: Children have the freedom to make their own choices when being creative whilst
using digital software.

Tolerance: Children show respect and value others’ ideas and beliefs when talking about cyber
culture and any other sensitive subjects.

Mutual Respect: Children appreciate that we do not all share the same values, but we respect each
other all the same.

Children understand how Computing is linked to the wider world and value its importance.
Children are exposed to different voices, perspectives and cultural experiences within
Computing.

Throughout Early Years there are opportunities for children to become more culturally
aware using the immediate environment of home, school and local area.  Expectations,
around pupils becoming effective communicators, are enhanced in school in partnership
with increasing parental engagement. Children will be able to explore technology in a safe
and often child-led way developing a familiarity with equipment and vocabulary allowing
them to have a strong start in Key Stage 1 computing and all that it demands. Computing in
EYFS is centred around play-based, unplugged activities that focus on building pupils’
listening skills, curiosity, creativity and problem solving. Pupils will be able to take a
photograph with a camera or table, play games on the interactive whiteboard or on iPads,
watch video clips and listen to music

Throughout Key Stage 1 there are opportunities for pupils to identify technology and how
its responsible use improves our world in school and beyond. Through creating media, our
pupils can digitally paint, write and format text, capture and change digital photographs and
create musical compositions. Pupils will be able to group and label data and represent
information using simple pictograms.

Throughout Key Stage 2 pupils’ life skills are further developed to show an understanding
and demonstration of the attitudes needed to recognise their own and others, social,
emotional and mental wellbeing. The varied and rich enhancements offered to pupils
develop their range of vocabulary and debating skills around current affairs. Understand the
interrelated networks within computers, including the World Wide Web and how the
Internet can be used to communicate and be searched to find information. Pupils will
develop the skills to create and develop stop-frame animations, edit photos, audio and
videos, create vector drawings and 3D models and be able to design their own webpages.
Programming skills will be further developed through selection, variables in games and
sensing. Pupils will develop their data and information skills further through their creation
and use of flat-file databases and spreadsheets.

By the end of primary school, pupils are confident and clear communicators who are able to
articulate their views and opinions, in a range of situations, thus enabling them to become
responsible citizens who enhance the community they live in.

Implementation

Curriculum(concepts, knowledge and skills) Reading across the curriculum Vocabulary

Our Computing curriculum uses the Teach Computing scheme of work as a framework for teachers to use to effectively teach computing to meet all key stage 1 and 2 learning objectives. Pupils will be able to
know, apply and understand the matters, skills, processes specific to each module  taught.  Computing should be taught to inspire and challenge pupils, giving them a high-quality computing education that will
equip our pupils to use computational thinking, skills and creativity to change the world around them. This will also give all pupils a good foundation in preparation for future work opportunities and for being a
positive participant in a digital world.
Teachers use ‘Sticky Time’ at the start of each lesson and ensure that skills are recapped throughout the module. 
Module Planning Grids are used to set out the  knowledge, skills, conceptual understanding and vocabulary clearly to ensure progression throughout the school and within each module.
Golden Threads of Innovation, Social Structures and Beliefs tie together key concepts of learning from Year 1 to Year 6. 
Evidence in year floor books clearly shows the learning objective and children understanding the computing skill/ or knowledge they are learning about.  Children are aware of the question they are trying to
answer and how this is linked to the real world.

There is the expectation that reading is a component of each lesson, through reading
questions and instructions on  physical worksheets to coding using software.
Tiered vocabulary (from ModulePlanning Grids) is referred to throughout the module.
Lessons will regularly have a key vocabulary focus. 

Oracy is expected in all lessons, including strategies such as:
My Turn Your Turn
Think Pair Share
Show Me Boards
High Quality Questioning (Probing and process)
Tiered vocabulary (from Module Planning Grids) is referred to throughout the
module.
Lessons will regularly have a key  vocabulary focus. 
Tiered vocabulary is explicit on the Module Planning Grids and Computing
Progression Map.

Inclusion Assessment CPD



We have high expectations of all children and expect them to make progress and access lessons. We use adaptive teaching and scaffolding to support learners. 

Staff have high expectations of all children in computing.  We recap previous learning and are developing a system of ‘Digital Leaders’ to support others within each year group through peer support.

AFL strategies and principles underpin everything we do. 

At the end of KS2 modules teachers can use a summative assessment to support their
pupil judgments.

Sonar is used at the end of each term to make a judgement of pupil attainment

Teacher knowledge is supported through Teach Computing org
National College 
Feedback from internal Deep Dive
Subject lead supports planning, resources and knowledge with other staff

Monitoring Whole School/Parental involvement Cultural Capital

Subject leaders create a robust monitoring system including pupil voice, walkthroughs, staff voice, floor book looks, peer-peer mentoring and CPD. 
Subject leaders have an opportunity to regularly meet with SLT regarding their subject. SIA Deep Dive took place in October 2022. Evidence to be uploaded to Google document after each lesson taught.

Parents informed on a weekly basis through newsletters.
At least one half termly sharing of books and classwork through open classrooms or
parent/ teacher meetings. 

● Trips 
● Visitors
● Inspirational figures 
● Key Computing  Celebrations or Current affairs

Whole school displays The Computing display has an e-safety display with up-to-date information, key concepts and age-appropriate leaflets for the children.

In the main Corridor there is a Computing display that has Qr codes on that will forward you to a digital folder with year specific work. There is also a Qr code /hyperlink that
will forward you to The Digital Leaders website, displaying current computing news and points of interest.  JL  to ensure computer suite and main corridor displays are
maintained, staff to update throughout the year when taught.

All classrooms have British Values displays. .

Impact

Pupil Voice Evidence in Knowledge Evidence in skills Outcomes

Evidence collected from pupil voice- surveys once a term.

Children are enthusiastic about Computing; they are able to talk about the concepts they have studied. Children can talk
about computing and how it relates to life.

Children are confident to talk about their previous learning and learning across their current and previous year groups.

Children are able to understand and correctly utilise subject
specific vocabulary.
Module planning grids ensure coverage and progression in all
skills relating to Computing. 
The use of ‘sticky-time’ in all lessons ensures that knowledge is
embedded.

Children can apply skills in relation to ARE. Evidence is uploaded to year specific Google files after each lesson. Children make excellent progress from their starting points
across the curriculum.
Children talk confidently about their learning. They will be
able to discuss and share ideas collaboratively and apply
their growing subject specific vocabulary in context.
Children feel safe, calm and happy using digital resources
and display a good level of Digital Litercay and technical skill.



Long Term Plan
Term: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Autumn 1

As the EYFS is part of
the Foundation Stage

Curriculum, we relate the
computing aspects of the

children’s work to the
objectives set out in the
Development Matters

Framework and Early Learning
Goals (ELGs). The children

have the opportunity to use the
computers, iPads and other

technology equipment as part
of their curriculum and in
additional enhancement

opportunities.

Computing systems and
networks – Technology around

us

Computing systems and
networks – IT around us

Computing systems and
networks – Connecting

computers

Computing systems and
networks – The Internet

Computing systems and
networks - Systems and

searching

Computing systems and
networks - Communication

and collaboration

Autumn 2
Creating media – Digital

painting
Creating media – Digital

photography
Creating media - Stop-frame

animation
Creating media - Audio

production
Creating media - Video

production

Creating media – Web page
creation

Spring 1
Programming A – Moving a

robot
Programming A – Robot

algorithms
Programming A - Sequencing

sounds
Programming A – Repetition in

shapes
Programming A – Selection in

physical computing

Data and information –
Spreadsheets

Spring 2
Data and information –

Grouping data
Data and information –

Pictograms
Data and information –
Branching databases

Data and information – Data
logging

Data and information – Flat-file
databases

Programming A – Variables in
games

Summer 1
Creating media – Digital

writing Creating media - Digital music Creating media – Desktop
publishing Creating media – Photo editing Creating media – Introduction

to vector graphics
Creating media – 3D

Modelling

Summer 2
Programming B - Programming

animations
Programming B - Programming

quizzes
Programming B - Events and

actions in programs
Programming B – Repetition in

games
Programming B – Selection in

quizzes
Programming B - Sensing

movement

Ongoing E-safety E-safety E-safety E-safety E-safety E-safety E-safety



Computing Progression Map





Computing from the National Curriculum

























Computing Lesson Structure
Introduction(including  Sticky-Time)

The lesson introduction will introduce learners to the concept, skills and objectives that will be taught during the lesson

and how these are used in real life situations. Learners will discuss what they can remember from the previous lesson

and then after the responses, a list slide will be revealed to show all the key areas from the previous lesson.

Enquiry-Led Question

What will we be finding out in the lesson and how does this link to the overarching question for the module?

Knowledge

Teacher introduces the key learning for the lesson and how it fits in with the module.  Highlight and discuss new

vocabulary.  Make links to prior knowledge and place in context.

Skill

New knowledge is deepened through application of specific computing skill and use digital resources.

This is achieved through 3 activities:

● Activity 1 will be the enquiry-led question that leads to research of investigation.

● Activity 2 will give pupils the opportunity to review their work or findings.

● Activity 3 will give the pupils the opportunity to use their new knowledge and skills to complete a piece of work.

(unpack, review and do)

Plenary

Plenary time gives pupils time to share their work with each other or with the whole class. Learners will be encouraged

to explain which tools they have used to achieve their work (physical and digital).

Next time or Summary time

At the end of each lesson there will be an opportunity to review the success criteria for the lesson with the learners.

There will be an additional slide to highlight what will be covered in the next lesson.




